10 Years in Ghaazee
It has been a great journey for us – the 10th
year in Ghaazee and life has certainly
done its job, teaching us great lessons,
surprising us with amazing adventures.

ceremonies.
Not
to
mention
the
educational quotes and motivational
sayings that embellish the walls since long
ago.

Ghaazee School was built in the year 2007,
and it certainly wasn’t as advanced as it is
today. We joined the school in 2008, when
the areas surrounding us were seemingly
deserted with the scorching sun burning
our skins on our way to school every day.

However, nothing ever remains the same,
following the way of life. Ghaazee School
initially progressed under our first principal
Matheen Sir, but it is important to
recognize and appreciate Hussain Saeed
sir, Shaheel sir and Shathir sir for their
tremendous contribution to the school.
Presently, we are all progressing with the
same purpose and intensity towards
success and perfection under the heard
authority of our fifth principal, Madam
Mariyam Mohamed.

However, as life went by, our spectacular
school developed, as so did the area
around it, with buildings of all sizes starting
to loom with an excessive number of
students swarming from the gates of
Ghaazee. The high peaks going from just
604 students to an astounding 1765 in just
10 years.
Looking at the side of developments, one
of the greatest phenomena of our school
was built in 2017 – the turf ground which is
said to be one of the largest turfs in the
whole of Maldivian schools. Secondly,
significant achievements from various
competitions were attained by students
for the school, and are presently
increasing along with the Ghaazian Glory.
Glancing at the past, the school was
vibrantly decorated several times to
celebrate occasions and mark significant
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Having come this far wasn’t easy; with us
facing obstacles along the way,
overcoming them with lessons of morality
and wisdom.
So, up to this day, we have grown in an
educative and interactive surrounding,
facing challenges and celebrating great
successes. Although our journey had both
ups and downs we have always managed
to pick ourselves up, doing justice to our
school motto, “Progress with purpose”.

-Aishath Raaya and Meesam Moosa
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